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IMPORTANT AND SAFE GUIDEBOOK

While using an electronics product, particularly and beside, 
the kid pleases follow safety operation guidebook.

Is dangerous-for the sake of the decrease get 
an electric shock of possibility

1.Please don't place a product or deposit in the place of possible drenching.

2.Please don't drop the remote control into bathtub, sink and other liquid.

3.Please don't spray water to the product or the plug part.

Warn a for prevent°froming burn, getting an electric shock, 
lighting a fire and the possibility for getting hurt

1.Young child, descend a body to paralyze to the temperature not more the 

user of sensitive , while using a product, need others to accompany and 

please regulate the temperature as lowest file or toilet function close.

2.Product the function that is limited by this elucidation in the book the row,

please don't use the subsidiary equipments that non- our company 

recommends.

3.Product electric wire or plug occurrence damaged, the product appear a 

breakdown, product to be subjected to break or drop into under the aquatic 

circumstance, please don't continue to use this product.Send to product 

appointed repair center check, check in the neighborhood to fix or adjust.

4.Please ensure electric wire not drive hot Sun.

5.Don't at drowsy or sleep status bottom use originally product.

6.Please don't drop any product into or insert product openings or pipe line.

7.Please don't use this product outdoors.

Please keep this safe guidebook
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SAFE REGULATION

Please 
must obey

The exactitude uses after pleasing hard and reading
originally(safe regulation).The regulation that here lists 
is with safe related important contents, please must obey.

Marking and meaning are
 explained as follows

Warn

Notice

Take no cognizance this but
when the mistake operate 
may result in personnel's 
severely wounded or death.

Take no cognizance this but
mistake operation, may 
result in the Human body 
hurt or the property lose.

Diagram object for instance
 and elucidation

     Meaning can not go,
(forbid) of idea.
The left chart shows.
(forbid to dismantle a solution)

The left chart shows.
(forbid to dismantle a solution)

Warn

Forbid to 
splash water

Please don't sprinkle water or rinse on product essence
 or the power plug
May arouse a fire or get an electric shock
May arouse an urinal blowout, harm or the indoor to ooze water.

This product belongs to an electrical product, so pleases doesn't install
be easily sprinkled by water or is the place of degree of humidity Gao, 
an use in the bathroom, send greeting to pack to change a spirit or 
change a spirit, make the bathroom keep good air to circulate.

The power goes together with line if don't press row to request to go 
together with line.May arouse a fire or get an electric shock.

1.The back track of electric outlet pleases use a high feeling and rapid type 
electric leakage switch(the sum certainly responds the electric current 15 mA
 following) or use to insulate the transformer 1.5 KVA above, the 3 KVA 
is following)carry on a protection.
2.The gearing position of electric outlet pleases to give examples 0.3 m in the 
ground above, and leave bathtub as far as possible a little bit farer.

The product connects a ground of line to carry on to connect a ground
 of processing, if has never carried on to connect a ground of 
processing, may arouses to get an electric shock.

While using in the bathroom please confirm the power plug have already 
used Huo gum to carry on a waterproof processing
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Warn

Please don't wait damp place to install this product in the bathroom

*May arouse a fire or get an electric shock

Absolutely can not personally
dismantle a solution and fix, 
reform a product

While following circumstance
happening please pull out
the power plug and close into 
waterCape valve and stop 
into water.

The essence leaks
The product appears crack
 and opens crack
Appear an abnormality voice,
 excrescent smell
The product emits smoke
The product unusually has fever
Block by urinal

Please not an use loose 
unsteady AC outlet

Please not an use in 
addition to tap water of 
headwaters

Please don't put to pull
out the power plug with 
thewet hand

Please don't damage power
cable or then conjunction line

The words that take no cognizance
 product damage to still continue to
 use, may arouse a fire, get an 
electric shock, short circuit.

If the power cable damages
 and need is carried on by 
the professional to maintain.

Please don't use several 
electric wire electric outlets, 
Be pleased not to half-way 
to connect electric wire or 
use extension cord.

Please not an use to 
communicate 220 Vs
outside of the power

Notice

Notice heat burn

*Sit for a long time at then up, please will 
then the temperature of regulate into low 
temperature or close
*The following personnel uses a heat 
preservation then when and genial 
breezes dry please regulate the temperature
 to the low file status.

The child, old man, patient, 
and disable and sick 
person...etc. act an 
inconvenient person.
Take the easy sleep medicine,
 depth alcohol and excesssive
 fatigues of crowd.

Is damp to 
forbid an use

Forbid to 
dismantle to 

unload

Forbid

Forbid

Forbid
Forbid

Forbid

Forbid

Forbid a 
wet hand
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Warn
Please don't let the material for new fires like cigarette,
etc approach a product

Please don't by hand point or other product etc.
s put to go into or block genial breezes to blow exit.
Please don't blow the hand overlay genial 
breezeses, such as file and clothes...etc. exit

Please don't exert strong dint or impact, 
don't stand at then, then cover or essence
 up, don't place to weigh a thing

Invite the kitchen of using the quilt dilution to use to wash away
 dirt while maintaining, please don't use the following product

(The toilet is used to wash away dirt and residence to use to wash 
away dirt a , gasoline, banana water and gone to dirty powder and 
nylon brush etc.)

*May damage a pipe line and cause a leak.

Under the status that open 
into water Cape valve, can 
not tore down into water to 
lead a filter net
*May arouse a leak.

Please not an use the 
urinal flush in addition to 
relieving nature of thing

*May cause then block, 
sewage outside overflows.

When long time didn't use, 
please pull out the power 
plug.

*Water decaying while again 
using can cause dermatitis 
disease etc., please again 
water to use behind.

Install into water percolation 
net please will it prison Ning 
in the prison tight.

Please not distortion and 
break into water soft tube

While taking place to leak 
please close into water 
Cape valve and stop into 
water

The damage that prevents 
from resulting in because 
of congelation

Please carry out to keep warm 
etc., raise toilet temperature.Have to obey

Have to obey

Have to obey

Have to obey

Have to obey

Forbid

Forbid

Forbid

Forbid

Forbid

Forbid material 
for new fire
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Put power cable plug well
*Before using please confirm to put power cable plug well, plug and electric 
outlet are close to stick to match to be loose to move or insert an imperfect 
phenomenon, otherwise may arouse surprised fire because of having fever.
*Long term not use originally product, please pull out the power plug.

When urinal blocked, please pull out the power plug, used 
the piping of sale to dredge machine clearance to block a 
thing on the market
*Don't pull out the power plug, will carry on an auto to wash clearly, can cause 
sewage full Zi.The indoor soaks in water.

Please not direct sunlight to project light upon this product
*Easily make product change countenance, aging or open crack.

Please use to attach to go together with a soft tube

Have to obey

Have to obey

Have to obey

Have to obey
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USE A REGULATION

Please must obey a following item

The reason of the harm and damage

Please don't use to do cloth or toilet 
paper etc. to wipe a product essence
(non- porcelain and 
ceramics part) and 
then, then cover.

Strictly forbid to directly 
flush with water

Break down reason

Please don't sprinkle urine at 
the essence and spray a 
mouth top

While thundering please pull out 
the power plug

Action bad

Can not overaly sending out of sensor, the human body examination 
sensor and remote control signal and receive signal.

*May arouse the intelligence toilet mistake operation.

Please don't lean back is then covering

*May cause outer shell and damping damaged.
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Please must obey a following item

At possibility occurrence congelation of nighttime,
 is prevention congelation but result in damage, 
please adopt to defend to 
freeze measure.

Please don't keep warm a machine or warm stove of wait 
to close to an essence.

*Will take place to change countenance 
or break down

Please don't coarse of open a turn or cover

*Will take place to open crack or breakdown
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(This function is applicable to 
full-automatic turn over to cover a style)

THE PRODUCT USE EXPLAINS

Is full-automatic to turn over a cover to turn over a turn

1、 2、

Close to automatically open The feet turn over a turn

4、 5、3、

After feet open a turn of 
operation, feet blunt water.

Ai intelligence speech system(this function is applicable to a speech control style)

Wake machine son up first, then speak function instruction 
with the common speech, the toilet can identify instruction 
combine auto performance to in response to function

Switch on status bottom, the knob revolves not to put 
toward kirtle direction, about 5 loosen to open behind, 
hear hint after the sound, again press customer's 2 keys 
in 2, can open or close speech instruction function

Covers| turn pass, person near respond 
area about the 40 cms, the cover 
automatically opens.

Turn pass, right foot near respond area about
 the 10 cms, the feet open a turn

When turn opened, feet 
close turn.

The human body after leaving to 
respond area 90 automatically 
closes a cover.

The feet hurtle water The feet close Automatic close
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Press the remote control"turn over a cover", the cover automatically 

opens and presses this keys again, cover auto close.
Flipping

Economize on energy a key according to the remote control, the 

urinal monitor shows that economizing on energy a light is bright to 

namely open, the toilet gets into intelligence stanza electricity to 

need machine status.

Save

Press after taking the seat"female wash" clearly or the remote control"

the Fu washes" key, the hip washes spray a mouth clearly to will at 

fix the position jet after two minutes an auto to stop jet.

Female

This key can stop"the hip cleans" Be female to clean""dry" to wait 

these functions that are circulating.
Stop

Hip wash
Press after taking the seat"the hip washes" or the remote control"the 

hip washes" key, the hip washes spray a mouth clearly to will at fix 

the position jet after two minutes an auto to stop jet.

THE REMOTE CONTROL FUNCTION EXPLAINS
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Press"regulate" key of remote control adjustable stanza turn 

temperature.The turn temperature can set for the turn not to heat, the 

blue about 34 Celsius degrees, green about 37 Celsius degrees, red 

is about 40 Celsius degrees.

Seat

In the process of washing function clearly in press the remote control 

up spray a countermarch key can regulate hip to wash the position of 

spraying the mouth clearly forward while having never used to move 

to go back and forth to wash function clearly.

Backward

In the process of washing function clearly in press the remote control up 

spray a headway key can regulate hip to wash the position of spraying 

the mouth clearly forward while having never used to move to go back 

and forth to wash function clearly.

Forward

Press an urinal or remote control to"flush" a key, urinal start the urinal 

flush function.Don't wear, pressing an urinal"dry to flush" the key canned 

also carry on a blunt water operation.

Flush

Press the remote control"turn over a turn", the turn automatically opens 

and presses this keys again, turn auto close.

Turn around

Press the temperature of "breeze regulates" key adjustable stanza 

breeze of remote control.The genial breezes temperature can set for 

the genial breezes not to heat, the blue about 40 Celsius degrees, 

green about 50 Celsius degrees, red is about 60 Celsius degrees.

Wind

Press the remote control"massage", spraying the head can carry on 

massaging to clean to the hip, the massage is to pass to wash press 

stanza Lyu clearly to variety but produce, promote blood circulation.

Massage

Wash after two minutes clearly, press"the genial breezes dries" or the 

remote control of urinal up"dry" a key, the urinal will carry on genial 

breezes to dry, the genial breezes dries to automatically stop after 

3 minutes.

Dry
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Press"the water temperature regulates" of remote control key adjustable 

stanza toilet water temperature degree.The water temperature 

degree can set for the water temperature not to heat, the blue 

about 34 Celsius degrees, green about 37 Celsius degrees, red is 

about 40 Celsius degrees.

Water

Press"water pressure" key of remote control can enlarge or lower to 

wash strength for water pressure clearly.Washing the water pressure 

clearly can set for weak, medium, strong and the strongest.

Pressure

Press the remote control"automatically clean", after finishing using to 

leave, sit urinal to automatically turn on water to clean, again press 

the key, automatically flush a function relief.

Clean

At switch on status the bottom press"night light" to open, close a 

night light

Lighting

Switch on the status knob loosens to open to hear hint that the sound 

leads 2 again to hear hint for the second time that the sound meanses 

into control from a distance to the code status after cleaning revolve not 

to put about 5 toward the hip, at this time press the remote control a 

key arbitrarily then to code successful

Remote control pairing
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Stop：Knob accord ing to next t ime

Switch on|shut down：The knob is long press 3 above

The hip cleans：Knob to le f t revolve

The female cleans：The knob r ightwards revolves

The toi let hurt les water： Is rap id to press 2 knobs( ins ide the 0.7 Ss)

           Customer's one consti tut ion :Swi tch on the status is shor t one key 

press ing the customer cut over customer 's one parameter to arr ive so l id 

luck to go status and grow to press the customer 1 

key the one parameter of 3 s torage customers drop an e lect r ic i ty not to 

throw to lose

           Customer's 2 consti tut ions :Swi tch on the status is shor t 2 keys 

press ing the customer cut over customer 's 2 parameters to arr ive so l id 

luck to go status and grow to press the customer 2 key 2 parameters of 3 

s torage customers drop an e lect r ic i ty not to throw to lose

- The Xuan twis ts in to ex- Xuan to move to s tar t Fu to wash funct ion for a 

whi le , again the Xuan twis ts in to f ront the Xuan move second t imes and 

star t to move to massage funct ion and press a knob to s top

- The Xuan twis ts hereaf ter Xuan to move to s tar t a h ip to wash funct ion 

for a whi le , again the Xuan twis ts hereaf ter Xuan to move second t imes, 

s tar t to move to massage funct ion,press a knob to s top

THE ON THE SIDE KNOB USE EXPLAINS
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Fal l a cover blunt water funct ion consti tut ion open/close
Press to turn over a cover and f lush two keys to take at the 
same t ime ant i - fa l l a cover to hur t le water funct ion, i f hear 
a h int sound mean to fa l l a cover b lunt water funct ion c lose, 
i f hear 2 meaning to open.

The feet blunt water funct ion opens/close
Press to turn over a cover and dry two keys to take ant i - feet 
fee l ing b lunt water funct ion at the same t ime, i f hear a h int 
sound mean the b lunt water funct ion of feet c loses, i f hear 
2 meaning to open.

The feet turn over to cover funct ion to open/close
Press to turn over a cover, h ip to wash two keys to take 
ant i - feet fee l ing to turn over to cover funct ion at the same 
t ime, i f hear a h int sound mean that the feet turn over to 
cover a funct ion c lose, i f hear 2 meaning to open.

The speech broadcasts funct ion to open/close
Press economy energy and stop two keys to take an 
ant i - speech to broadcast funct ion at the same t ime, i f hear 
a h int sound mean that the speech broadcasts a funct ion 
c lose, i f hear two whi le meaning to open, open can hear 
the speech h int ing that the system swi tches on.

Knob c leans to show that the green l ight s tat ic s tate 
suggests in the h ip, the back and for th revolved to show 
whi le moving;The b lue l ight s tat ic s tate suggested when 
Fu washed, the back and for th revolved to show whi le 
moving;The purp le s tat ic s tate shows whi le dry ing a 
work;The red stat ic s tate shows whi le needing machine

THE KNOB ESTABLISHES AN USE ELUCIDATION
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Hip/the female clean、dry：Open to correspond to carry out funct ion to show

Water temperature and：Show a water temperature and Wen Shi temperature

File：Show to correspond to carry out a funct ion f i le

The toi let blunt water size regulates：Switch on status knob to loosen to open 

af ter go ing toward the female d i rect ion revolve not to put about 5

Press customer 's one key in to a to i le t to hur t le water in 2 again af ter hear ing 

h int a sound t ime to adjust s tatus,

The knob whi te l ight revolves to show

The toi let shows that t ime regulates：Switch on status knob to loosen to open 

af ter go ing toward the female d i rect ion revolve not to put about 5

Press customer 's 2 keys to get in to a moni tor to adjust s tatus for t ime in 2 again 

af ter hear ing h int a sound,

The knob whi te l ight f l icker shows

The smooth wal l funct ion regulates：Switch on status knob to loosen to open 

af ter go ing toward the k i r t le d i rect ion revolve not to put about 5

Af ter hear ing h int a sound press customer 's one key in 2 again 

can open|c lose smooth wal l funct ion

A style monitor

B style monitor

Operate key use elucidation
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REALLY RECOGNIZE AN ITEM BEFORE USING

The first time uses an intelligence toilet, 
please must confirm item

Insert the power plug into 
the electric outlet

1.Insert the power plug into the 
electric outlet of 
exchanges(AC)220 Vs.

The power plug

Take a ground 
of line

220 v electric outlet

2.Please confirm a number to 
show front-panel designation 
whether order bright

Confirming into 
water valve whether 

is placed in to open status

Cape valve

Soft tube

Enter water 
soft tube

The check enters water Cape valve to the 
decompression valve into water soft tube 

if installing is good enough.Warn
Please must firm conjunction ground line
The power plug of this product is three mutually plug.(take a ground of line)
When the occurrence breaks down or electric leakage, there is the danger 
to get an electric shock.
Please install a company consultation with electricity while there being no a 
ground of line plug on the electric outlet.
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!

REALLY RECOGNIZE AN ITEM BEFORE USING

Confirm each function

1.Spray whether head and its pipe line leaks 
    and wipe to do a pipe line each part of after, 
    use to absorb water a paper check.

2.Press a turn respond place, whether buzzer 
    has an of "drop".

3.The check cleans, dries, 
    automatic deodorization, automatically 
    blunt water action whether normal.

4.Whether damping buffer organization 
    is normal.

Wear to respond position

The check cleans, dries, automatic deodorization 
function, should confirm sensor start.While 
cleaning, the cover live to spray oscular head and 
hold up to spray to sprinkle water, so as not to splash.

Warn
Please not an use to 
communicate 220 Vs outside 
of the power pleases press 
relevant stipulate to carry 
on cloth line.
*Easily arouse a fire*
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USE BEARD TO KNOW

Economize on 
energy function

The following measure can 
effectively economize energy
After using, let go of a cover.
·the moderate water temperature 
doesn't want setting of blindness to 
upscale.
·the regulating to arrive not to 
influence comfortable degree is 
good.
·summer autumn of spring winter, 
please combine air temperature to 
carry on regulating.
·as far as possible the use has the 
device of stanza electricity function.
·please cut off the power while 
going out for a long time.

Slow-moving close 
the turn and cover

The intelligence toilet has a 
damping buffer the device 
make you avoid a close a turn 
creation collision voice.

Spray a head to around there 
is water current?

Cleaning is front and back or the boiling 
pass constitution spray a head to 
around appear water while opening, 
this is a normal phenomenon on the 
structure, don't  break down.

In addition to above-mentioned 
circumstance, if appearing water current 
isn't only, please close into water valve, 
pull out from the electric outlet the 
power plug, and with contact solution 
in the store bought.

Remote control

When dry battery electric power will 
soon exhaustion, the remote 
control indicator gets dark or 
doesn't suggest, controling from a 
distance the operation can not 
respond, please replace new 
battery in time.

Wear sensor

Install to have to spread a feeling 
machine, so while doing not fall, 
each function doesn't start as well, 
even if the mistake operation 
presses a switch.While following 
circumstance happening spread a 
feeling machine can not work.
Have never fallen is spreading 
inside the feeling machine 
sensor scope.
*Please change to fall a position
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SWEEP TO MAINTAIN EVERYDAY

Notice

While carrying on sweeping to maintain, please must pull out power 
switch, confirming the power of essence operation part has been 
already put out.

The intelligence toilet sweeps to maintain a way

Please be stained with water to wipe with the soft cloth
*if don't clear dirty mark in time, will become hard to clean, please usually 
wipe with water.
*Moreover, wiping with water can prevent°from producing static electricity, 
while the static electricity will adsorb dust and cause this product black, dirty.
*Moreover essence can also from urinal up dismantled to unload, easy to 
of the urinal and essence cleaning of part.

Spray a sweeping of head to maintain a method

Spray a head to contain dirty mark, 
please the type of using the toothbrush 
small brush etc. to carry on sweeping.

*Don't be strong line of to pull to stretch, the flection sprays a head.

Warn

Please periodically clear the power plug up adhere to of dust.
Pulled out the power plug while sweeping, use dry of sweep 
cloth to carry on wiping.
*Insulate to badly probably cause a fire.

Have to obey
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DISMANTLE TO UNLOAD TO CLEAN

The use dismantles to unload a method

Then cover of dismantling and unloading method

1.Pulled out the power plug 
    from the electric outlet

2.The close enters water valve, 
    stop water supply

3.Will then cover to bring up 
    upward, from sit urinal to up 
    dismantle bottom

4.Decline and then cover lightly 
    Be put to soft mat of floor top

Then the cover doesn't want to set 
upside down!Please don't put on 
the ground!1.Then the cover doesn't want to set 

    upside down!Please don't put on 
    the ground!

*The heating apparatus stem burns, 
will cause to emit smoke or a fire.

2.Please don't circumscribe power 
    cable or essence to supply water a tube.

*Will cause breakage or electric leakage.

3.Please must be handle with care while then covering to carry 
    on sweeping while dismantling.

*Will cause electric leakage, take place to break down.
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WHILE SPRAYING A FUNCTION TO WEAKEN

After the use for a long time if felling jet when the intensity weaken 
please press the following in proper order sweep a filter net.
(The period depends on local fluid matter)

The cleaning method of filter net

1.The close enters water valve, 
    stop into water.

2.Revolve to dismantle a filter net.
*Will have a little amount water current 
at this time.

3.Flush to adhere to the dirt on the 
    filter net with small brush and 
    water

4.Press the filter net original the 
   direction place into a filter, again 
   the Ning tightly supply water 
   a soft tube.

5.Open Cape valve to arrive 
    original position water supply.

6.Finally pleasing must carry on 
    movement.

Must close into water valve while dismantling to unload a filter net.
Invite practical Ning to tightly supply water a soft tube while 
Installing a filter net, otherwise arouse a leak, the indoor accumulate water.

The remote control battery replaces

When the battery use up quickly, the 
remote control indicator becomes 
thin or puts out.

Press row main theme to replace battery.

*The plus or minus pole of battery has to be 
in accordance with the sign of remote 
control.
*New battery and old battery can not mix an 
use.
*Please use alkaline battery.

The remote control battery replaces

The remote control battery area 
covers to open behind and makes 
change new battery
(two sections 1.5 Vs of the 7th 
alkaline battery).

Cover behind

Battery
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PLACE OVER A LONG PERIOD OF TIME NEED NOT

The following circumstance invites you to line up water clean.

*Because go out trip's waiting don't use an intelligence toilet for a long time.
*When villa's waiting doesn't use for a long time.

Drain and cut off the power

1.The close enters water valve, 
    stop into water

2.Line up water in the clean water 
    supply soft tube.

3.Please pull out the power plug 
    from the electric outlet bottom

4.While again using please must 
    carry on trying movement

Notice

Must close into water valve while 
dismantling to unload to supply 
water a soft tube.
Please while installing to supply 
water a soft tube practical 
insert good enough.

Supply water soft tube occurrence 
when the congelation could not spray 
water please use to immerse the 
cloth overlay of having the hot water, 
make it defrost, or heat up indoor 
temperature, treat it to defrost. 
naturally.

*Don't to supply water soft tube up 
sprinkle hot water or blow hot breeze.
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THERE IS A DANGER OF FREEZING IN WINTER

At cold of winter, the intelligence toilet will damage because 
of sitting water in the urinal congelation, leak.For 
prevent°froming freezing bad, just come in to act 
like operation.
Please pull out plug and inserted AC outlet to 
connect the power

General measures to prevent freezing

1.The water temperature switch 
and the seat temperature switch 
switch to [high] and close 
the cover.

2.Indoor heating
*If there is no heating in the room, 
please clean the water in the hose

Close the inlet valve and stop the 
water supply

Drain water from the water 
supply hose

When the water is drained, 
please insert the hose.

Please make sure to run the test 
when you use it again.
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Break down a 
phenomenon Break down analysis

POWER SWITCH

The product 
doesn't work

Check whether has an 
electricity|whether electric 
outlet loosens

Check if product the power 
opens
(The power indicator didn't 
be bright)

Please check electric circuit

"Spray to clean| the power" that is long to 
press the remote control 2 switch on,
the intelligence orders by the power indicator 
of urinal bright.

Break down a processing

The power switch, hip cleans, the female clean, dry|breeze Wen Deng

If discover similar break down, please read an above contents, try it to handle method to mediate a 
breakdown problem, please contact to sell unit or stir a dozen of customer service center telephones 
to carry on contact.

Whether electric leakage
(electric leakage protection 
plug's showing that the light 
didn't be bright)

Pulled out the power plug from the electric 
outlet, again inserted soon afterward.Press 
a resetting of electric leakage protection plug 
switch, if still can not circulate, please pull out 
the power plug, entrust to fix.

S
m

a
rt to

ile
t

COMMON FAULT DIAGNOSIS

Break down a 
phenomenon Break down analysis

DRY/BREEZE

Break down a processing

Spray a head 
not water

Whether check stops water

Check if the Cape valve 
closes

Treat to supply water instauration

Open Cape valve

The check enters whether 
water filter is stopped up 
completely

The check enters a pipe line 
whether geological fold

Clean to filter a net or replace a filter

Expel into pipe line geological fold

It's�not�enough�to�
clean�strength

It's not enough to clean 
strength

The check enters whether 
water filter is blocked

Make reference to manual to regulate 
water pressure

Clean to filter a net or replace a filter

* If think breaking down
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Break down a 
phenomenon Break down analysis Break down a processing

Spray a disorderly 
water

Excrescent operation
Re- switch on electricity after pulling out plug 
for a minute

The water 
temperature isn't 

enough

Check if the water 
temperature establishes 
in the low file

Make reference to manual to regulate water 
temperature

Whether the cold hot 
massage function opens

Make reference to manual to close cold hot 
massage function

Clean a machine 
drop often water

The electromagnetism valve 
is expired

Please maintain

Cleaning the 
achievement can 

use as usual

Whether the hair in turn has 
other hard things to set up 
with props

Move in addition to hard thing

The turn human body 
responds if the district skin 
overalies

Adjust a sitting posture overlay the turn 
human body respond district

Whether take the seat a 
period to stop to conduct 
electricity and resume 
power supply

Re- switch on electricity after pulling out 
plug for a minute

Skin completely the overlay 
turn human body 
respond area

The turn human body sensor expiration, 
ask a professional personnel to maintain

Break down a 
phenomenon Break down analysis

DRY/BREEZE

Break down a processing

Dry to blow cold 
breeze

The check dries whether 
establish in the normal 
temperature file or arrive file

According to manual to regulate to dry breeze

Dry to heat if the parts 
damages

Please maintain

Break down a 
phenomenon Break down analysis

SIT

Break down a processing

Turn temperature 
over low 

do not heat

Check turn temperature 
whether establish at 
close file

According to manual to regulate to sit

Whether open stanza 
electricity function

According to the manual choice close stanza 
electricity function
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Break down a 
phenomenon Break down analysis

REMOTE CONTROL

Break down a processing

The remote 
control is 

out of order

Check the remote control 
battery electricity quantity 
whether lead low

Please replace battery

Check if the remote control 
front-panel has drop of water Use to do cloth to wipe drop of water

Get into automation 
constitution or feeling to be 
apart from to regulate mode

According to manual to withdraw an 
automation constitution mode or feeling to 
be apart from to regulate mode

If four above processings 
are all invalid

Please maintain

Break down a 
phenomenon Break down analysis

CERAMIC

Break down a processing

The water 
pressure hurtled 

while being 
low not clean

The filter blocks
Carry on cleaning to the filter according 
to the manual

Home water pressure 
over low

Check whether is smaller than a 5 Ls for 
amount of water 10 seconds, suggest to 
purchase to increase to press a pump

Line up a dirty to leak air
Tidy up to take care of road curved convert 
into cash elephant, keep to supply water to 
take care of road smoothly

If four above processings 
are all invalid Please carry on maintaining

The S curved tube blocks
Please purchase skin to bolt to carry on 
dredging a processing in the local market

Flush valve breakdown Please carry on maintaining

Water pressure 
as usual hurtle 

not clean

Water pressure 
as usual blunt 

not clean

Cover|turn the 
whereabouts 
lead quickly

Damping soft landing the 
function is expired

Please carry on maintaining

The automatic damping 
function is expired

1.Re- switch on electricity after pulling 
out plug for a minute
2.The above-mentioned processing is invalid, 
ask a professional personnel to maintain

Cover|the turn 
can not open 

or close
*Automatically turn over 
a cover|turn over a turn 
of model
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AFTER-SALES SERVICE
Please read the following carefully

1.Please while looking for an after-sales service careful reading to originally 
    use manual and protect to fix card, confirmation whether belong to free protect 
    to fix inside the scope.Please carefully maintain like your protect to fix card.

2.The contents that needs to be handed in when the product report fixs includes:
    The address, customer's name and contact telephone, product model number 
    and factory serial number(pay respects to protect to fix the card, 
    product over-wrap box, intelligence to sit urinal), break down a contents.
    Excrescent circumstance(is as far as possible detailed), hope to come date 
    of service.

3.While protecting to fix the product in the scope to fix please must produce to 
    protect to fix card, and according to protecting to fix the rules on the card to 
    carry on fixing;While outrunning to protect to fix scope at can maintain the 
    premise of product use function under, ask for carrying on Chang to fix 
    according to the customer.

4.The free after-sales service stipulates.
    Customer at purchase of from day, at protect and fix period inside the 
    exactitude use but occurrence break down of, can with protect to fix card and 
    effective invoice to carry on free maintain.
    Even if is protecting to fix inside the scope, at belong to one of the following
    (1-8) circumstances of, need to consider feeling to take to fix expenses:
    (material fee, artificial fee and come a fee)
    1.*Can not produce to agree with of protecting and fixing card and purchase 
        the circumstance of effective invoice.
    2.*Do not press the use elucidation who tell of operation method and 
        regulationresult in of breakdown.
    3.*Dismantle to unload by oneself.The damage and breakdown fix, refitted to 
        result in.
    4.*Because the force majeure etc. external reason arouses of breakdown and 
        damage.
    5.*Because conveyance, porterage, squeeze the damage that etc. results in.
    6.*Outrun common home use(is public to use over a long period of time, other 
        special place use etc.) but cause of blemish or damage.
    7.*Move machine gearing according to customer's request.
    8.*The service life that consumes a piece has been already exerts(for 
        example  blunt water battery) etc..
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5~40°C

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Class Specification

The rated voltage

power

Ac 220 ± 10%    50HZ/60HZ

About 700 ml/min

About 700 ml/min

The water temperature

Hip cleaning

Women cleaning

W
a
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r y
ie

ld

C
le

a
n
sin

g
 fu

n
ctio

n

Warm water heating 

Heater power

The thermal type

Safety device

Warm air temperature

The wind speed

Heater power

Safety device

D
ryin

g
 fu

n
c
tio

n
S

e
a
t h

e
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g
Safety device

Heater power

Safety device

deodorization

Mobile cleaning

Nozzle position

Location of water supply

Static water supply pressure

Double metal slice, temperature fuse

Average about 220W (Max. 350W)

About 45W

Inlet, water temperature sensor, temperature fuse, 
thermostat, leakage protector

Normal temperature?34°C?37°C?40°C(Four block)

The temperature spreads feeling machine, temperature fuse

Activated carbon high efficient contact coal filte

Move 1.5cm before and after sprinkler head

Can move adjustment before or after

0.15 (Move to press) -0.75 (Static pressure)

1700W

>4m/s

Normal temperature?48°C?55°C?62°C(Four block)

1600W

Normal temperature?34°C?37°C?40°C(Four block)
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PRODUCT WARRANTY CARD

We appreciate that you purchase my company product, our company is promised 
as follows:Discover product quality problem please and buy goods place or the 
after-sales service of our company to contact.

Intelligent toilet Product modelProduct name

Purchase date

The customer name

Contact address

Sequence

The report fixs term Purchase date since in full 2 years

M
a
in

te
n
a
n
ce

 re
co

rd

Break down and handle a circumstance Maintenance date Maintenance personnel

Product warranty related matters

*When purchasing this product, fill in the contents of the product guarantee and keep it properly.

*47/5000  Within 30 days from the date of purchase, if the product is found to have a quality 

problem under normal use, the company will be responsible for the replacement of the product 

after the certification of the technician of the company.

*Any instructions, notices, labels and other contents mentioned in the warranty period shall be 

repaired by the company free of charge.

*The service within the warranty period shall be within the scope of the paid maintenance services, 

which shall charge the maintenance fee as appropriate

Have a taste maintenance service

*After installation, due to improper or perceived fault and damage

*To disassemble or refit the failure caused by unauthorized use

*Fire, typhoon, flood, earthquake, fire and lightning fault caused by abnormal

*Transfer to installation according to customer's requirement

*The life of the expat has been exhausted

*The products have been repaired by non-company technical personnel

*Ordinary families think (such as public places) use of the resulting failures and injuries

*Unpurchased invoice

*The warranty card information is not filled out, and the "user backfold" is not returned to the 

company

Please will protect to fix a card information to fill in an integrity and tored "the customer returns 
to keep allied" to send companies otherwise don't enjoy to protect to fix a policy once!

The user name

Contact address

Contact number

Buy the shop

Product model

The serial number

Purchase date

satisfaction

Customer signature

U
s

e
r a

c
k

n
o

w
le

d
g

e
m

e
n

t

Satisfied general unsatisfied

U
s
e
r re

te
n

tio
n

 lin
k



Data in this manual carefully check, and strive to accurate, if you have any 

printing error,may produce error, so the company is not undertaken the 

consequences. Printing process can make products have slight difference 

with real data, due to the time of data printing, product specifications may 

change slightly when buy in kind shall prevail.

IntelligentToilet
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